Over the last decade, discussions of a possible Liquid-Liquid Transition (LLT) has strongly intensified. The LLT proposed by several authors focused mostly on explaining the anomalous properties of water in a deeply supercooled state. However, there are no direct experimental observations yet of LLT in bulk water in the so-called 'no man's land', where water exists only in the crystalline states. Recently novel experimental strategy to detect LLT in water has been employed with using water/glycerol (W/G) mixtures, because glycerol can cause a strong frustration against water crystallization. As result, the observed first-order phase transition at concentration of glycerol around c g ≈20mol% was ascribed to the LLT. Here we show unambiguously that the first order phase transition in W/G mixtures is caused by the ice formation. We provide additional dielectric measurements, applying specific annealing temperature protocols in order to reinforce this conclusion. We also provide an explanation, why such phase transition occurs only in the narrow glycerol concentration range. These results clearly demonstrate a danger of analysis of phase-separating liquids to gain better insight into water dynamics. These liquids have complex phase behavior that is affected by temperature, phase stability and segregation, viscosity and nucleation, and finally by crystallization, that might lead to significant misinterpretations.
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Introduction
Over the past few years, many papers devoted to Liquid-Liquid Transition (LLT) have been published [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The LLT is defined as a first order phase transition between two states of the same liquid (liquid I and liquid II), which can differ by their density, refractive index, structure, glass transition temperature T g , fragility, miscibility with other liquids [6] , etc.. The LLT for pure water in these models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] was predicted to occur in a deeply supercooled state [7] [8] [9] [10] . This prediction was also supported by computer simulations [9, 11] . However, there are no direct experimental observations yet of LLT in bulk water, because LLT should occur in the so-called 'no man's land'. This is the region where bulk water exists only in crystalline states: it is below a homogeneous nucleation temperature T H (~235 K at ambient pressure) and above the crystallization point of ultraviscous water heated from low temperature [8] . Therefore, the prediction of LLT in bulk water remains as a hypothesis confirmed only by simulations using particular models. At the same time there are few approaches that are questioned the existence of the LLT transition in water (see for example [12, 13] ), and suggested some alternative explanations for its unusual dynamics [14] . An intense discussion between supporters of LLT in water and its opponents was published in [15] .
Recently new experimental efforts to access the 'no man's land' and to identify LLT in water have been proposed. One of them is mixing the target liquid with another liquid that can prevent crystallization and reveal a hidden LLT. The easiest proposed scenario was to use the water/glycerol (W/G) mixtures, because glycerol can cause a strong frustration against water crystallization [16] . Sophisticated experiments with W/G mixtures at specific concentration around c g ≈20mol% indeed revealed a first-order phase transition in W/G mixtures that has been ascribed as genuine LLT of water component [16] . On the other hand, earlier detailed experimental studies of W/G glycerol mixtures in a wide range of glycerol concentrations [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] demonstrated that such first-order phase transition experimentally observed only in the narrow range of the glycerol concentration from c g ≈15mol% to c g ≈28mol%, and it was assigned to ice formation from excess water, which is phase separated from glycerol/water mixture at lower temperatures.
To resolve this controversy we present here a comprehensive analysis of the available experimental results (including our previous results [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and results presented in [16] ). Our detailed analysis unambiguously suggests that the first order phase transition in W/G mixtures is caused by the ice formation. To support this conclusion, we provide additional experimental measurements with specific temperature protocols. Moreover, we also provide an explanation, why such phase transition occurs only in this specific glycerol concentration range.
In the next section, we remind the general scenario of ice formation in W/G mixtures [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Then we present the experimental measurements performed by the different techniques (BDS, DSC, X-ray scattering) to support the proposed scenario.
Next, we provide detailed explanation of the observed first-order phase transition in the framework of the ice formation scenario in W/G mixtures, and define the conditions at which this phase transition may take place.
The ice formation scenario in W/G mixtures
A qualitative model of water states in W/G mixtures was presented in [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . It was found that at high concentrations of glycerol all water molecules are interacting with glycerol molecules via H-bonds, creating partially coupled W/G network. Indeed, each glycerol molecule can form up to n g =6 H-bonds by three OH -groups [23] . However, with increase of water content, there is a critical concentration at which all the glycerol Hbonds are already occupied by water molecules. This state of the W/G mixture we will define as the saturated W/G matrix. 
Experimental observations and consequences
Here we will consider the results obtained by three experimental methods:
Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray scattering (latter are from [16] ).
For convenience, we'll split the whole studied concentration interval of W/G mixtures into three intervals where the experimental results are different: the first one is from c g =100 mol% to c g ≈28 mol%, the second interval is from c g ≈28mol% to c g ≈15 mol% and finally the third one is from c g ≈15mol% to c g =0 mol%. We marked these intervals in the state c-T diagram of the water/glycerol mixture [24] (Fig.1) . It is worth noting, that the boundary between first and second range coincides with the eutectic point. The red region in the Fig. 1 marks the concentration range, where the LLT was claimed to be observed in [16] . Schematically division of glycerol concentrations into three ranges in dependence on water behavior in W/G mixtures. Open squares define the melting point of the water/glycerol mixture found in [24] . Black full squares were found in [16] . By red area we denote the concentration range, where LLT was observed in the measurements performed in [16] .
First range: from c g =100mol% to c g ≈28mol%.
It is known that the glycerol is a very hydrophilic liquid. It has a great tendency to supercool, and it was found that seeding was required to obtain the true freezing points of W/G mixtures at high concentration of glycerol [24] . In our DSC measurements (Fig. 2a) we didn't use seeding, therefore no crystallization or melting was detected at glycerol concentration higher than c g ≈28 mol%. It means that water molecules are well miscible with glycerol at these concentrations, creating a joint H-bonded network of water and glycerol and this system remains stable in a supercooled state. The DSC for glycerol concentrated mixtures shows only the glass transition in the temperature interval from 170K-195K, where T g increases with the glycerol concentration (Fig. 2a) . Similar results were revealed by BDS measurements, where a single relaxation process is observed at all concentrations down to 30 mol% [20] (Fig. 2b ). Note that in
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that case we did not use any seeding. Using a master plot presentation of the dielectric relaxation spectra, it has been demonstrated that the main relaxation process, the high frequency excess wing and the dc-conductivity exhibit the same temperature dependence [20] (Fig. 2c) . The relaxation time behavior follows the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law, typical for the glass formers (Fig. 2d) . The glass transition temperature, T g , evaluated from BDS data drops with decrease of the glycerol concentration, in agreement with the DCS measurements [20] (Fig. 2a) . These results suggest that there is no phase separation in these mixtures even at very low temperatures, and the main relaxation peak corresponds to the structural relaxation in homogeneous W/G mixtures [25] .
Second range: from c g ≈28mol% to c g ≈15mol%.
The DSC data of this region is significantly different in comparison with the first one.
The exothermic peak (Fig. 3a) corresponding to the first-order phase transition is observed only in this region. Here we present the data for c g ≈20mol%. The existence of the first-order phase transition for c g ≈16.5 and 17.8, mol% was claimed in [16] . In our DSC data, the peak position and its shape depend strongly on the heating rate. At the faster heating rate, the peak shifts to higher T and partly overlaps the temperature interval of the broad melting peak. However, at slow rates, no overlap is observed, and we can estimate the enthalpy of the first-order phase transition for both exothermic and endothermic processes by integration of the heat capacity relative to the baseline. For c g ≈20 mol% in both cases, we obtained approximately the same value. The endothermic process is caused only by ice melting (see the state diagram, Fig. 1 ). This is the reason that the same value of H ∆ suggests that the exothermic peak of the first-order phase transition corresponds to the ice crystallization process only. Furthermore, the ice [16] ). The measurements in [16] were performed at the very low annealing temperature and we believe that this is the reason that the ice formation takes very long time. At lower annealing temperatures, the crystallization is slower due to the higher viscosity, and during given time interval less amount of ice can be formed than at high temperatures.
This point is supported by the X-ray data presented in Figs. S3a and S3b in [16] . The data provide additional evidence that the first-order phase transition observed as an exothermic peak in the DSC measurements ( Fig. 3a) should involve ice formation. At the same time in [16] this transition was ascribed to LLT. 3 . The DCS and BDS data for W/G mixtures at c g =20%mol. a) DCS data for c g =20mol%. Besides of melting process and glass transition, we can observe the clear exothermic peak (here we concentrated only on exothermic peak, and didn't measure in range of temperature with glass transition. The existence of glass transition can be found in [16] ). b) The 3D graph of temperature and frequency dependences of imaginary part of complex dielectric permittivity for Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript c g =20mol%. In this 3D plot, we clearly see two peaks (third peak reveals at low frequency range and not clearly seen in 3D graph, only in a cross-sections [20] ). The moving of one of them with increasing temperature we labeled by black line, the trajectory of the peak of another one we marked by yellow line. The sharp shift of the position of the loss peak is pointed out by red arrow; c) The temperature dependences of the relaxation time of losses peaks in both temperature protocols. Non colored points: black squares, grey diamonds, grey circles correspond to the observed loss peaks in Protocol 1 [17, 18, 20] . Colored points: green squares, green diamonds, yellow circles obtained via Protocol 2.
In the framework of ice formation scenario, it is easy to explain the results of BDS measurements in this particular glycerol concentration region that were performed with the following temperature protocols [17, 18, 20] (sec. Materials and Methods):
Protocol 1: BDS measurements were provided in the frequency range from 1Hz to 250MHz at temperatures from 173 to 273 K at intervals of 3 K.
Protocol 2: We repeated previous measurements, but decreased the lowest temperature values, and broaden the frequency range. BDS measurements were performed in the frequency range from 0.01Hz to 250MHz at temperatures from 133 to 273 K at intervals of 3 K and the step of 1K in the vicinity of 170K.
In both protocols, the sample was quenched to the lowest temperature and then dielectric measurements were started. Here we present the results for c g =20 mol%. The similar results for c g =17.8 mol% were published in [16] . The 3D plot of the dielectric losses versus temperature and frequency obtained via the Protocol 2 is presented in figure   3b (note that for the Protocol 1 the 3D plot looks similar). Both protocols lead to three loss peaks observation in the dielectric spectra. The temperature dependences of their relaxation time τ are presented in figure 3c . One of the processes demonstrates the sharp shift in its relaxation time τ at some transition temperature T c (depicted by the red arrow in the figure 3b) . Note that the value of this T c differs for the two Protocols used.
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The processes marked by diamonds in both Protocols are due to the presence of the ice since the relaxation time τ and its activation energy are similar to the well-known values for bulk ice (depicted by dashed black line) reported in [27, 28] . The processes marked by circles in both Protocols are due to the interfacial ice-like water (IW). It is worth noting that the activation energy of ~33 kJ/mol of the relaxation process resulting from IW is similar to the reported values of the activation energy for hydrated water in different systems [29, 30] . The processes marked by squares correspond to α-relaxation of W/G matrixes in its different state. Below T c the data in both Protocols belongs to the same temperature behavior (Branch 1), which lies under the curve corresponding to c g =30 mol%. It means that Branch 1 corresponds to the water rich W/G matrix. After transition above T c , the relaxation times belongs to another curve (Branch 2), which now coincides with the data for the c g =30-40 mol% samples. It means that W/G matrix turned to be more "dry" at T above T c . In another words, as we defined earlier, it forms the stable saturated W/G matrix. The excess water expelled from the W/G matrix transforms into the ice and appears as a typical ice relaxation process in the dielectric spectra (marked by diamonds, Fig. 3c ). Note that the saturated W/G matrix does not crystallize and stay in the super cooled state. The critical temperature T c depends strongly on the temperature protocol (T c ≈206K for the Protocol 1 and T c ≈170K for the Protocol 2) and shows that water in the rich W/G matrix is in the metastable state. This transition moves to the high temperatures with the heating rate increase. The Protocol 2 required the measurements at much lower frequency range that automatically means slower heating in comparison with the initial Protocol 1. It correlates with the DSC data (Fig 3a) . The metastable water in the water rich W/G matrix can initiate the transition from Branch 1 to Branch 2 at any temperature, even at annealing procedure without heating.
To verify this assumption we quenched the sample down to T a =184K and made an annealing at this temperature, performing simultaneously the BDS measurement (see (Fig 3c) , where the duration of the transitions was about several minutes. After the transition at T a we quenched the sample down to T=133K and started the BDS measurements (0.01Hz to 250MHz) on the heating mode from 133 to 273K with the step 3K. As a result, only the relaxations of the saturated W/G matrix, ice and interfacial water are observed without any reversible transition of the water (Fig 4c) . Note that Maxwell-Wagner surface polarization [31] doesn't contribute significantly in the considered frequency range. Based on the estimation values of the conductivity and permittivity of the W/G mixture performed in [18] , we may conclude, that Maxwell-Wagner relaxation occurs in the lower frequency range regarding of the slowest ice process.
Third range: from c g ≈ 15mol% to c g ≈0mol%.
In this range of glycerol concentrations, there are enough excess water molecules to create ice crystals in the bulk W/G mixture during its cooling below the water crystallization point. The DSC data in this range are clearly indicating the melting process of ice (Fig. 5a ), which correlate with the data in the state diagram (Fig.1) . Note that in this case the exothermic peak is not observed because water has crystallized already during the cooling.
The BDS data ( 
IW process and W/G matrix process. Third process, which correspond to the ice is not clearly observed in 3D graph and can be revealed on temperature cross-sections [20] . c) In the figure the temperature dependences of relaxation time correspond to three observed processes are presented. The behaviors of the corresponding losses peaks for different glycerol concentration are the same. The set of data for different glycerol concentration related to ice processes is outlined by pink oval; the set of data correspond to interfacial water (IW) processes is outlined by blue oval; the set of data correspond to saturated W/G matrix process is outlined by green oval. Also we represent the several data from previous experiments (from Fig 2d and 3c) water pools in saturated W/G matrix. We assume that these small water clusters at room temperature are evenly distributed inside the W/G network. At low temperatures, after the quench, the phase separation on saturated W/G domains and excess water clusters starts.
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This process might be slow due to very high viscosity and initial water clusters are smaller than the critical ice nuclear. Therefore, these water clusters behave as an interfacial water (see Fig. 6b ). However, their uniform distribution in W/G mixture affects the behavior of W/G matrix. This state of W/G matrix we defined above as a water rich W/G matrix. As a result, below T c we observed two dielectric loss peaks related to the ice-like interfacial water and water rich W/G matrix (Branch 1 in Figs. 3c ).
Schematically we can present this situation as: Initial state (T<T c )=water rich W/G matrix+ interfacial ice-like water;
With heating or annealing, as it follows from BDS, DSC, X-ray measurements, the ice particles appear and start to grow. Furthermore, from BDS, above T c the process related to W/G matrix behaves itself like saturated W/G mixture at high concentration of glycerol (see Fig. 3c ). It means that excess water phase separates from the water rich W/G matrix (See Fig. 6c ). It leads to growth of the ice particles and as a consequence the appearance of a regular (ordered) ice structure. In turn the W/G matrix becomes drier.
The interfacial ice-like water layer appears between W/G matrix and ice content (see Fig.   6d ). As a result, above T c we observed the three-component system: Final state (T>T c )=water saturated W/G matrix+ interfacial ice-like water+ ice; At lower temperatures the dynamic of phase separation is slower due to higher viscosity [16] .
Conclusions
In summary we conclude that the spontaneous ice formation on heating is possible only in the narrow glycerol concentration range (second range in the state diagram of the W/G mixture (See Fig.1) ). Exactly in this interval of glycerol concentration the observed first-order phase transition was attributed to LLT in [16] . The LLT in W/G mixture Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics Accepted Manuscript wasn't detected outside of this range in [16] . It indicates that the observed phase transition is the genuine ice formation. Our results and analysis show very clear a danger of analysis of unstable mixtures, where the phase transition can be a consequence of the phase separation and following crystallization. The attempt to use these kinds of mixtures outside of their miscibility region to study bulk water properties might lead to significant misinterpretations and misleading conclusions.
Materials and Methods
Water/glycerol (W/G) mixtures with glycerol content from 0 mol% to 100 mol% were prepared from anhydrous glycerol (product number 49767, Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) and double distilled water.
Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) measurements for W/G mixtures were performed using DSC 2920 calorimeter (TA Instruments) in wide range of molar glycerol concentration for the temperature interval from 138K to 313K. The all samples were quenched and then heated up. The heating rate for all concentrations was 10K min -1 . For concentration of glycerol c g =20 mol% we repeated DSC measurements at different heating rate: for 10K min -1 and for 2K min -1 . The additional details of these experiments can be found in our previous work [17, 18] .
Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) measurements of W/G mixtures at different concentrations were performed using a Novocontrol BDS-80 and RF Impedance analyzer. In all experiments (if it is not specifically mentioned) the samples was quenched to lowest temperature, then the dielectric measurements at stabilized temperature points was performed by further heating from 173K up to 273K at intervals of 3 K. The additional details of these experiments can be found in our previous works [18, 19] . Two additional new experiments were performed to support the scenario of ice formation in W/G mixtures. First, we repeated the study of c g =20 mol%, where the controversial LLT was predicted around 170K [16] . However, in that case the sample was quenched to the lower temperature 133 K. The measurements were provided up to 273 K with the step 3 K, but in the vicinity of 170K the step was 1K (In the text we called this protocol as Protocol 2).
In addition, for c g =20 mol% we applied the special temperature protocol with an annealing. In this protocol the sample was quenched down to 184K, after that the annealing was started. At annealing procedure the measurements were provided in the frequency range from 36Hz to 15.3kHz. Unlike the Protocols 1 and 2 we restricted the frequency range, because we worried to not miss the transition (in the Protocols 1 and 2 it took several minutes). However, contrary to our expectations in this case the transition took around 18 hours. After transition we quench the sample down to 133K and started the BDS measurements (0.01Hz to 250MHz) on the heating mode from 133 to 273 K with the step 3 K (see Fig. 4a ).
